Careers

ABOUT RADAR
The Radar team is small, currently less than 15 people, which means early employees will have a
meaningful impact on our product and business strategy. Our team is just getting started and we
have a list of products to bring to market.
Our first product, Radar Relay, is defining a new category of decentralized token exchange called
Relayers. As one of the earliest live Ethereum decentralized applications (dapps) on the market we
feel a sense of responsibility to our users and to the blockchain ecosystem to set the precedent for
user experience, functionality, and compliance.
We are looking for individuals who share this level of accountability and have a vision to improve
blockchain accessibility. This is an exciting space to work in with the opportunity to help define
user habits of a new digital ecosystem. While prior knowledge is not required, the barrier to
blockchain is fairly high and a commitment to researching the technology and industry is a must.

UI/UX DESIGNER
RESPONSIBILITIES:
As a senior level UI/UX designer you will work directly with engineers and creative to refine
existing products and create new ones. You will be responsible for managing your own design
process and communicating ideas and concepts to the team. This is a fintech product in an
emerging tech space requiring data-heavy design thinking, so bring your pixel-perfection and
a meticulous workflow. The ideal candidate is one who can help define product requirements
and user-flows then turn those into solid wireframes, prototypes and a polished UI. You should
work well within established UX conventions but provide insight into moving past them when the
opportunity arises. Self starters & team-players only. 4-6 years industry experience is preferred.
REQUIRES EXPERIENCE IN:
•

Sketch

•

InVision / Craft

•

After Effects / Framer / Proto.io

•

Adobe CC Suite

NICE TO HAVE:
•

Fintech product experience

•

Familiar with blockchain technology

•

UX research skills

